In 1 = 0 ) . If / i s the i d e n t i t y function, i . e . , if G(z) = z z , then (see [ 7 ] , p . 110) 
and where S^im, k) is the sequence of Stirling numbers of the first kind, which may be defined by The combinatorial aspect of the sequence R(m 9 j , A) and other related numbers have been studied in the aforesaid articles. We want, here, to give some complements. To begin, we state the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Suppose that G(z) is defined as above; we have
.
and (4) becomes
fe= 1 £ = 1 s = 0 we obtain (2) with z = 1. While proving (4), we shall obtain some identities relating two differential operators, denoted by f^3\ f^\ and defined by yf >: = /, A
(*) : = « P (^-) . 4
and tf > : " /> A W («) : = e x P (^f ) , f « : = </"<«) <*>, m > 1.
We shall in fact consider two well-known operators, denoted here by f^ \ f m , and defined by fo 
It can be proved in several ways; a simple proof is contained in [8] . We can prove the next theorem using only the principle of mathematical induction, The same kind of reasoning which could be used to prove (9) or (9 0 will help us to verify the following theorem.
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T h e o r e m 3« If f ' 1 d e n o t e s t h e inverse function of f 9 t h e n t h e following i d e nt i t i e s a r e valid for m = 2 , 3 , 4 , :
( r l ) ( 2 ) =^ ^ ^( y f c -l ) .
• n dn f^cr 1 (*)>)*' -(in /<*>(/-*oo)r w "*. To obtain ( 4 ) , w e shall also need t h e following lemma.
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Lemma 2: The sequence a)(m, k, j ) , defined by (3), satisfies the following recurrence relation: 
PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 3; it suffices to define the sequence corresponding to (11*) below in an appropriate manner.
Proof of Theorem 1: Let us verify that if
It is sufficient to show that if we write • n dn f^r 1^) ))**-in f'XrHz))
• (In ff'tf^a)))' n (in f.^tr 1 (*)))** • dn /^(r 1^) )-1 "^" 
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ON THE DERIVATIVES-OF COMPOSITE FUNCTIONS (18)
Replacing k by k -1 in the last summation of (17), we readily obtain m + 1 7 ,^
• n dn / Rearranging the terms in the summations of (18), we may thus write • "n'dn f}*\rHz))) kt
• dn / 1 (3) <r 1 (3)))-n -*- In the first summation of (19) we may add the terms corresponding to k = m since • "ndn f^irHz)))^ • (in / f ) (r 1 oo))~n ,~1 "*. 
